Indicative Programme on Energy Community activities

40th PHLG meeting
Vienna, 17 December 2015
The Energy Community activities

- Presentation of reviewed EU legislation to EU MSs and EnC CPs, February
- Discussion on the basis of Commission proposals to the EU Council – PHLG; Discussion with experts on the EU proposals, March/April
- Presentation of comments of CPs to the EU MSs; Negotiation in the EU Council – EWP/EU Council
- Proposal on SoS in electricity
- Negotiation with EnC CPs, Adoption of the Joint Act on SoS; MC
- Joint Act on Security of Supply
The Energy Community activities

- Preparatory work in the group, assessment of proposals; TEN-E Groups
  - February, April, June, July, September
- Adoption process; PHLG; October
- Discussion on cross regional consistency and the number of projects; ECRB; September
- Adoption process; MC; December
- Adoption process; PHLG; October

Establishing list of PECIs 2016
The Energy Community activities

- Preparatory work
- Discussion on draft Network Code on CACM and decision on regional cooperation in electricity – PHLG
  - June
- Adoption Process – MC
  - October

Network Code on CACM and Decision on regional cooperation of EL markets in SEE
The Energy Community activities

Adaptation on NC Interoperability for EnC Adaptation of CAM NC, February

Preparatory work and discussion – adaptation of NC Balancing in gas – ECRB GWG, June

Decision on adoption of amended Annex I of Regulation 715/2009 – PHLG, June

Discussion on adoption of NC balancing – PHLG, October

NC on Interoperability in gas and amending regulation 715 Annex 1

Energy Community Secretariat 40th PHLG meeting
The Energy Community activities

- Preparatory works on environmental acts, Entire year
- Discussion on implementation of LCP Directive: list of opt-outs, PHLG – June, MC – October
- Discussion on Directive 2001/42/EC on strategic environmental impact assessment (SEA); PHLG – March; Adoption process, MC – October
- Discussion on Directive 2004/35/EC on environmental liability (ELD); PHLG – March; Adoption Process, MC – October
- Discussion on implementation of LCP Directive: list of opt-outs, PHLG – June, MC – October
The Energy Community activities

- Strengthening independent national competition authorities;
- Systematical transposition of Article 2 of Dispute Settlement Procedures; Discussing necessary amendments to improve enforcement system; Treaty change; Commission to identify support for capacity building
- Energy Community Competition network meeting, PHLG
The Energy Community activities

- Discussion on Directives 2014/23/EU, 2014/24/EU and 2014/25/EU – draft decision, PHLG
  June

- Adoption process, MC
  October

Public Procurement Acquis
The Energy Community activities

- Discussion on the way forward, PHLG
- Adoption on necessary amendments, Treaty change, MC

Proposals on dispute settlement and procedures for Article 92
Thank you for your attention!
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